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Abstract: Creative thinking is a psychological process and a psychological activity, its essence 

the main qualities are quickness, flexibility, unique images, concepts and to reflect and change 

the surrounding world through the formation of mental actions is characteristic. Clarity - they 

simultaneously serve as a criterion for the process being studied. Also the communication and 

relationships between people in social life, educational process and production manifestation 

with the help of thinking, deepening of their thinking during the period of studying in the upper 

class stated about. 
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Also the communication and relationships between people in social life, educational process and 

production manifests with the help of thinking. Critical thinking, self-criticism, assessment, 

verification, Thinking with self-examination, control, self-monitoring, group reasoning qualities 

arise. The perception of man by man is also inextricably linked with Thought. Creative works, 

discoveries, inventions, suggestions are the product of thinking. Psychology Thinking is related 

to phylogenetic (the period of the emergence of humanity), ontogenetic (throughout a person's 

life) knowledge also studies its historical aspects. 

In today's situation where the dominance of the information world solves many problems, 

independent mind and independent 

The issue of educating a person with an opinion is not only of moral, but, if necessary, important 

political importance earns. That is why nowadays it is more important than ever to teach young 

people to think independently is relevance. Independent mind and the issue of educating a person 

with an independent opinion is not only spiritual, but also important political if necessary 

becomes important. 

In the era of news and great reforms, the famous saying of the great general Amir Temur was 

``Strength What is the problem of personal thinking when the slogan of ``justice'' is thrown in the 

style of ``Power is in knowledge and thinking'' emphasizes the importance of human thinking. 

It is possible to quote the tariff of such types as theoretical. Independent thinking in a person is 

his mental ability, a person sets clear goals and new tasks for himself. 

In this type of thinking, a person is able to make practical and scientific ypotheses, to visualize 

the result, and it is observed that he solves the task by himself, without the help of others, 

without instructions. Solving the problem 

and on the way he finds different ways and means. Features of thinking in terms of age periods. 

There are different opinions on the explanation. In this period of adolescence, thinking is 

increasingly active, independent and creative acquires characteristics, but there are objective and 
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subjective flaws in thinking In the era of news and great reforms, the famous saying of the great 

general Amir Temur was ``Strength. What is the problem of personal thinking when the slogan 

of ``justice'' is thrown in the style of ``Power is in knowledge and thinking'' emphasizes the 

importance of human thinking. 

It is possible to quote the tariff of such types as theoretical. Independent thinking in a person is 

his mental ability, a person sets clear goals and new tasks for himself. 

In this type of thinking, a person is able to make practical and scientific hypotheses, to visualize 

the result, and it is observed that he solves the task by himself, without the help of others, 

without instructions. Solving the problem and on the way he finds different ways and means. 

Features of thinking in terms of age periods There are different opinions on the explanation. In 

this period of adolescence, thinking is increasingly active, independent and creative acquires 

characteristics, but there are objective and subjective flaws in thinking. 

At this age, sometimes not having one's own opinion, not choosing methods and tools by oneself 

it means following the opinion of others when making decisions. The following of independent 

creative thinking. It is noteworthy that the proposed structure: 
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